We proposed a new scheme for quantum key distribution based on entanglement swapping. By this protocol Alice can securely share a random quantum key with Bob, without transporting any particle.
Introduction
The main goals of cryptography are securely supplying a key to two parties and detecting eavesdroppers. These goals cannot be achieved classically, but they can be overcome by quantum cryptography. Since BB84 protocol [1] ,the first quantum cryptography scheme, was published, various quantum encryption schemes have been proposed, such as the EPR scheme [2] [3] , the 4 + 2 protocol [4] , the six-state protocol [5] , the Goldenberg /Vaidman scheme [6] , Koashi/Imoto scheme [7] , and the recent protocol [8] and so on. But most of protocol need transport particles.
In this paper,we present a new method in which the communicators use entanglement swapping [9] to distribute the quantum cryptographic random key and use the correlations of entanglement swapping results to detect the eavesdropper. There are two merits than the previous protocol in our scheme, 1.if the communicators shared enough known entangled pairs before the key distribution,sender (Alice) need not send any particle to receiver (Bob). 2. The efficiency can approach 4 bit secret communication per 2 entangled pairs (in BB84 protocol, it is only 1 bit per pair particle).
. Therefore, the state of 1 and 4 become s entangled although they have never interacted.
Recently entanglement swapping has been used in quantum key distribution [10] . Although there are 3 entangled pairs in protocol [10] , yet Alice must send particles to Bob. Here we propose a quantum key distribution scheme without particles transported. The proposed protocol for quantum key distribution is illustrated in Fig. 1 and it is described as follows. The parties, Alice and Bob, initially share 2n EPR pairs in known entangled states |η AB , |η AB is one of the four Bell states. Alice and Bob divide all entangled pairs into n ordered groups, every group include 2 entangled pairs. Alice and Bob agree beforehand that φ + , ψ − , ψ + , φ − are encoded as 00,01,10,11 respectively. They can perform the series operations as followsing,(Alice own particle 1 and particle 3, the particle 2 and particle 4 belong to Bob. )
1.Alice made a Bell operator measurement on particle 1 and particle 3. For example, we can assumed initially the state of particle 1 and particle 2 is φ + 12 AB
, and the state of particle 3 and particle 4 is ψ
+ 34 AB
, where
Alice perform Bell operator measurement on particle 1 and particle 3, and record the measurement.
2.Alice calculated out the state of particle 2 and particle 4.
Suppose that Alice's Bell operator measurement is ψ (2) Alice decode the Bell operator measured results,she get 10 and 00. 3.Alice told Bob she had made Bell operator measurement on her particles,but did not told him the measured result by classical channel.
4.Bob performed a Bell operator measurement on particle 2 and particle 4 and calculated Alice's Bell operator measurement result.
After he captured Alice's classical information, Bob make Bell operator measurement on particle 2 and 4. He get the measured result φ The important point is that the efficiency of the quantum key distribution has been improved in this protocol. From above operations, We know,that Alice shared 4 bits with Bob by two entangled pairs. This way largely improves the efficiency of the distribution for cryptographic key. The efficiency can reach 1 bit per paticle, it is higher than the previous protocol, for exampal, in BB84 protocol it is 1 bit per pair, and in B92 protocol it is 1 bit per two pairs.
Security
How secure is this protocol? Now we discuss the security of our protocol against three type of attacks.
Type I. General eavesdropping Suppose that,Eve,the eavesdropper, can get secretly the classical information of Alice and Bob and know all the states of the quantum channel. If Alice and Bob do not publish their's Bell operator measured result, eavesdropper (Eve) can not get the information from the known entangled channels. For example, both the quantum channels are the same Bell states φ 
The four Bell operator measurements in eq. [3] and [4] 
, when Alice made a Bell operator measurement on particle 1 and particle 3, the state became 
